Abstract-For the past, bullet dispersion test firing bullets more than the number of groups, the consumption of large bombs and other issues, This article adopts a new method, using the previous tests produce a lot of dispersion test data, basing on statistical theory of bullets dispersion test sample size in-depth analysis and research to determine the test firing is reasonably necessary number of groups and single group number issued, which will help bullet-dispersion test methods to improve and perfect. Using this method, we can use the previous bullet shooting precision data, scientifically determine the bullet intensive experimental group number and the numbers each group. Save ammunition test fund and time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Weapons systems production and processing is a complex process, despite the strict control of the production conditions, there are individual differences, but also in the shooting, also cannot control the shooting condition and weather condition completely, so the ammunition in the placement appears scatter is inevitable. Because of effect of initial velocity, angle and the ballistic coefficient and the resulting dispersal distance; direction spread because of azimuth angle, initial disturbance and the bias current (drift) effect. So , the intensity of weapon system is affected by many uncertain factors, therefore, the intensity of result evaluation should not only rely on the small sample test data were randomly selected to, but should use the method of mathematical statistics to carry on the system analysis. The current domestic dispersion test [1] , mainly has the following two kinds of test and evaluation methods:
A. A Series of Test Method
Tested under the condition of normal temperature is shooting 6 groups, 20 in each group, the mean value of the test results are compared with the tactical and technical index, and get the conclusion of the sample dispersion whether meet the requirements.
B. The Method of Hypothesis Testing
Statistical analysis of experimental data, using K2 test on the tested concentration whether meet the requirements given the exact conclusion.
At present, the range of dispersion test is taken by the first method, this method is based on the test data are averaged to eliminate the uncertainty of shooting and meteorological conditions of the resulting effects on the dispersion, the estimated value is closer to the true intensity of the test values. Undisputed, this approach does reduce the influence of random factors in a certain extent, but only decreases and has not been completely eliminated, effect still exists, but inversely with the amount of sample selection, the larger the sample size, the less effect, shooting range test data is more close to the true value, but the actual situation is not possible samples range test the extracted amount is large enough, so the estimate value does not exist can be compared with the true value. In this paper, statistical analysis, and strive to draw the permissible level of significance, and kept within the limits of pseudo-probability optimum firing.
II. SCATTERED PROJECTILES RELATIONSHIP WITH 50

R
In China, the projectile dispersion models always use [2] : Hypothesis a projectile overall as two-dimensional normal random variable y, z, the standard deviation is:
where ˆ is the estimated value of standard deviation.
III. THE SAMPLE SIZE ESTIMATION OF SHOOTING
A. Given Significance Level and Kept Shooting Pseudo-Probability Sample of the Total Amount
To determine the sample size n, is one of the most important problems in the dispersion test. In the parameter estimation, there are two methods for determining sample size: 1) The accuracy of the estimates requested this requirement to determine the sample size 
The overall sample size can be expressed as From the above formula can be seen, with the increase of overall sample size, the relative errors are gradually reduced, when the sample size tends to infinity, the relative test error tends to zero.
The total sample above formula from zero to infinity [6] , the calculated relative test error trend with the change of sample size as shown in Fig. 1 .
As can be seen, the relative test error decreases as the sample size increased overall, but the sample size after more than one hundred rounds of ammunition, the relative test error decrease slowly. Can be selected in the test error conditions are relatively acceptable under economic sample volume.
In order to further study of the relative error changes with the sample size, the Fig. 1 amplification (see Fig. 2 ), it can be seen from Fig. 2 , the test sample size of more than 40 rounds of ammunition, the relative error is less than 0.1. (reducing test application percentage or scores of thousands). So, need
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to test meet the intensity overall sample volume dispersion check 40 bullets can be better. That is: when the  =10%,  =20%, the total sample shooting is n=40.
C. Shooting Group Number and the Number of Its Estimation Accuracy
Generally speaking, in the firing dispersion test, often some system errors, and interfere with test results. In order to reduce the interference, we often use multiple shooting methods.
According to the limit law, system error ⊿ random obey normal distribution, the distribution center for the O, variance The formula (11), (12), the number of groups n and the number of bullets m from zero to infinity, the change trend of 50 R  into three-dimensional images: 
D. Shooting Groups and Bullets to Determine the Number
This paper will analysis and deduction on the basis of the above theory, the test data for the support, to confirm the bullet dispersion test sample.
Check our troops in recent years a small-bore rifle bullet dispersion test results, the numerical values are listed in the following table:
For a small-bore rifle bullet. Check for years archive in our troops, during the period 1999 ~2005 ,some small-bore rifle bullets in the dispersion test 0 50 ） （R 0 for 100m, 300m results are shown in Table I and Table II. Fig . 4 . The relational graph between estimated accuracy and group number the bullet number in a small-bore rifle bullet dispersion test for 100m. According to the above formula (10)- (12), and the total sample size of 40 bullets, transform test group number n and bullet number m, obtains the 100m dispersion test in the estimation accuracy and the group number, the bullet number of the relationship between 3D graph ( Fig. 4-Fig. 7) .
From Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 can be seen, the estimation accuracy significantly change state (i.e. color changes range) corresponding to 4 groups, each group in group ten bullets.
IV. CONCLUSION
From the above analysis results show that, for small-bore rifle bullet, the best number of bullet samples and packet for dispersion test should be: overall sample size of 40 bullets, 4 groups, each group of 10 rounds.: total number of samples taken 40 bullets, divided into 4 groups, each group has 10 bullet. Using the method described in this article, can be based on extensive experimental dispersion data, scientific and intensive sample take the bullet test. 
